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1. Summary  

Effective electronics to track patient movement is available for improving operations as well as a better 

patient experience. Current healthcare information systems lack the details necessary to provide 

needed accurate data. Patient, staff, and asset movement and timing can become inexpensively 

available. Such information can be used to not only significantly improve the results of performance 

improvement methods such as Lean and Six Sigma but also to sustain the outcomes. Performance 

improvement should be based on accurate actual times and locations for all patients. Otherwise, 

operations management must rely on opinions or incomplete data, both for real time and historical 

records. Recent experiences with tracking technology have shown significant improvement in patient 

flow in measures such as wait time, visit cycle time, and productivity. 

 

2. Introduction 

Creating good patient flow is a fundamental part of healthcare and is integral to most aspects of the 

operation of a hospital or clinic. Considerable study has been given as to how to improve this flow for 

better care, patient satisfaction and financial results. Often, theoretical models are created to describe 

this “river” which flows through the healthcare system.1 However, improvements and understanding of 

this flow cannot occur without accurate information about what is really occurring. Staff and 

management believe they know what occurs but actual wait times, travel times and process times often 

differ from people’s belief.  

 

In addition to uncertain opinions about the events occurring in a hospital, other sources are often 

inaccurate as well. The electronic health record system (EHR) gathers time stamps when events are 

entered and often is used to measure times. The EHR digital data exists, but its time data is often 

inaccurate and/or not the particular time records that are needed. This is true for EHR data and data 

from other existing healthcare information systems. The staff may not enter information about a 

procedure occurring, or other events, at the time the event occurs and their memory about the exact 

time of events can be wrong. 

 

Another approach for gathering patient flow data is by statistical sampling. A well designed random 

sample can provide accurate measurement for a given tolerance and confidence. However, often such 

studies are poorly designed or executed and are also costly. It is difficult to be truly unbiased and 
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random in gathering data when statistical rules must be followed. Moreover, patient flow 

measurements often do not lend themselves to statistical sampling because movement requires 

recording when a move begins and when it ends which is difficult to record by sampling. 

 

Also, there is the cost of observing time data. This involves labor dedicated to recording times and 

movements. The assignment can be delegated to lower level staff to reduce costs, but there is a risk of 

such staff being less able to identify the particular events of interest. If an ongoing tracking of data is 

needed, paying staff to record times may not be practical. 

 

Having accurate and detailed “as is” information is critical because wrong conclusions can be drawn if 

data does not represent the real situation. Patients move from room to room and the various staff 

working with a patient making it difficult to get a consistent picture of movements and times. 

 

3. Patient tracking technology   

RFID (radio-frequency identification) is the most popular hardware used for electronic patient tracking. 

This technology is also referred to as RTLS (Real-time Location System) which encompasses designs using 

various electronic technologies combined with software to analyze and present the information. RFID 

uses an electronic microchip to store data. Various versions of it are used to tag items for identification 

and location information. Like most electronics, their cost has been decreasing even as their capabilities 

have increased. Patient tracking can also be done by staff entering patient information and location data 

into a computer system but RFID provides the advantage of automatically capturing key events in the 

patient flow without interrupting patients or staff.  

 

A typical implementation involves tagging the patient with a wristband (see Fig. 1) which is given to the 

patient when they check into the clinic or hospital. The identification number in the chip in the 

wristband is tied to the patient’s medical record number and other identifications at the time of check-

in. (see Fig 2.)   

 
Fig 1. Patient gets a wristband with RFID               Fig 2. Chip references patient’s Medical Record Number 



The implementation of such technology can be used to reduce patient wait times, streamline patient 

flow, enhance patient experience, and collect historical record for future predictive analysis. The patient 

experience is enhanced, for example, by making available the patient’s location to family members. The 

family can see when the patient is in surgery or in the recovery room if the hospital wishes to share it. 

 

4. How tracking technology information can be used to enhance performance improvement work 

Most of the tools used for healthcare performance improvement, including Lean and Six Sigma 

approaches, will be improved by good measurement of time and movement data, including: 

 

Value Stream Map (VSM) – One of the most popular Lean tools used to identify and plan for the 

elimination of waste. Generally, VSM incorporates time data so that the relative amount and percentage 

of waste time can be determined. Usually, the times are just opinions or the results of a few 

observations. With RTLS, the actual times are available, including average values and probability 

distributions. Thus, a more accurate identification of waste will result. Sometimes wrong data causes 

focusing on smaller amounts of waste rather than the more significant waste items. Such improvement 

in accuracy can have a substantial impact on the effectiveness of using Lean in healthcare. 

 

Kaizen – A key element of this popular tool is to identify opportunities for improvement and set 

priorities for change. Usually, this involves time and movement measurement which often comes from 

estimates and opinions. A certain task may seem to be a so-called waste, but its importance is based on 

the amount of waste as measured the duration and frequency of the task. Gemba, or direct observation, 

is helpful, but rarely occurs over a long enough time to get accurate time measurement. Only with the 

measurement, such as is provided by RTLS, will times be accurate. Wrong priorities can be set when 

such information is wrong or biased. 

 

Spaghetti Diagrams – Paths are the result of direct observation which is time-consuming, expensive and 

limited. With RTLS the paths of the spaghetti strands can be more complete, extensive, and recorded at 

any time of the day. 

 

Queuing Models – Forecasting waiting times can be determined with mathematical queuing models. 

However, they require measurement of service time and arrival rates. Both metrics can be measured 

with RTLS as well as their probability distributions – which is needed for queuing models. 

 

Control Charts – Tracking random and non-random changes is a key feature of the Six Sigma method of 

performance improvement. While hospital information systems are good at counting volume they are 

imprecise for recording time. To accurately measure improvements in wait times, or cycle times, RTLS 

technology is needed. In a performance improvement project to reduce time spent in a waiting room, 

for example, the RTLS is ideal for making a precise time measurement patient by patient. Moreover, the 

average time can be augmented by knowing the probability distributions in the data. This means that 



more than the average waiting time is known. The number and identity of which patients more than a 

target amount of time can also be known. Thus, management can have a detailed understanding of who 

experiences a long wait.  

 

Preto Chart – This method requires data on the frequency with which certain events occur. RTLS can 

record such events and thereby give an accurate reading on the values used in the Pareto chart. Errors 

in such calculation could result in pursuing low priority changes when higher priority changes are 

needed.  

 

Takt Time – This is the method where staffing and process time are balanced with the demand cycle. In 

order to do so, these parameters need to be measured, such as the time it takes to do a task and the 

frequency with which a task occurs. With accurate time measurement, Takt time can be calculated 

precisely.  

 

Simulation – digital event simulations are useful to test changes in managing patient flow as well as 

identifying roadblocks and queuing problems. However, simulation models require data on process 

times and their probability distributions. Without RTLS, these times are merely estimates and the 

resulting simulation models may be significantly inaccurate.  

 

5. Results 

One of the early uses of RTLS has been in the perioperative area of hospitals. In surgery, timely 

movement of patients and staff as well as using expensive equipment is of great importance. One 

improvement is shrinking the White Space which is the time when none of the clinical activities are in 

process in an operating room and staff is waiting for patient transport, imaging or lab results. Reduced 

idle time reduces patient’s flow time and length of stay which results in hospital resources becoming 

available faster and consequently to have a smooth flow in the emergency department and operating 

suites, and minimal patient wait time throughout the hospital.  Costs are reduced as a result of this 

technology. 

 

Improving the coordination and communication between hospital departments can significantly shorten 

the White Space and reduces waste in the processes. This should be the first step in implementing RTLS 

technology where it can make the processes more efficient.    

 

Implementation of the Tagnos RFID system has had a very positive effect on operations at two large Los 

Angeles hospitals. At one hospital, Adventist Health White Memorial Medical Center, the system has 

been in use for over 5 years, primarily in their GI lab and Intake area. This has significantly reduced 

patient waiting times and improved patient satisfaction resulting from staff’s better knowledge about 

the location and status of each patient in real time. That is, they know where patients are, who is 

responsible for them and how long they have been waiting in a particular area in real time.  



In another hospital, which has been using the system for over a year, in outpatient surgery the improved 

results have been measurable.  After the first month of implementing the Tagnos tracking system, it was 

observed that the overall cycle time consisting of patients wait time before registration, patients wait 

time after registration, Pre-Op process, and PACU/Recovery, excluding the surgical procedure itself and 

the registration process, has been reduced by 12.7% in the preceding 13 months. The impact seems to 

be a result of being better able to schedule and maximize the use of resources (see Figure 3 for pre and 

post RTLS implementation). 

 

   
Figure 3. Before and After Performance 

 

RTLS can be used to determine the actual costs associated with wait times as well as staff and asset 

utilization.2 Each minute of time patients or staff spend in a particular location or on a particular task, is 

a cost for the hospital. Information about these times helps to understand costs as well as to provide 

support for billing purposes. Procedure length can be used for cost accounting and billing purposes. Staff 

can be tracked with RFID chips to allocate costs based on how and where time is spent. Thus, even a 

staff’s visit to a patient’s room can be recorded for billing and audit purposes. 

 

Healthcare quality and patient safety also benefit from RTLS. One application of the Tagnos tracking 

system has been for monitoring hand washing by the staff. The chip can record if the staff has visited a 

hand washing platform as well as the length of time they spent there. The system can send reminders to 

the staff if they have not washed their hands once they have visited certain other locations such as a 

patient’s room, ICU, or a procedure room. 
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Once implemented, there is a clear trend that waiting times are reduced (see Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). 

Certainly, this is a benefit to the patient and good for the hospital’s perceived service. To the extent that 

it reduces total cycle time, the benefit to the hospital is increased capacity – which is very valuable. The 

dollar value of patient time is not well documented but the value of hospital resources, such as 

operating rooms or exam rooms is known and important. OR time is often valued at $15 to $20 per 

minute or more.3  Operating Room use and other procedure areas involve half or more of their costs in 

the form of fixed costs. Thus, any improvement in total throughput is a substantial saving and may 

return the cost of the tracking system in a few days. 

                    

 

            
Figure 4. Wait time before patient checks in                       Figure 5. Wait time after patient is registered                       

 

 

      
Figure 6. Pre-Op                                                                     Figure 7. PACU / Recovery 
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Figure 8. Cycle Time 

 

After implementation of the Tagnos RTLS technology in the aforementioned Hospital in Los Angeles, 14 

months of data were collected, and 5,535 cases were tagged and observed. The analysis indicated an 

average cycle time of 309 minutes per case in the preceding 13 months after the first month of 

implementation and that consists of patients wait time before registration, patients wait time after 

registration, Pre-Op process, and PACU/Recovery. The tracking system helped to reduce the cycle time 

by 12.7%, which is the equivalent of reducing the length of each case by an average of 40 minutes. 

 

Thus, we observed a savings of an average of 7.17 minutes for each case in Pre-Op and 10.36 minutes 

saved in the PACU/Recovery area. On average, there were about 340 cases per month. Based on expert 

opinions we received, the cost of Pre-Op time was $12 per minute and PACU/recovery was $30 per 

minute. Therefore, the savings represent about $400 per case or $136,000 per month.  

 

These improvements, besides improving patient satisfaction, created savings for the hospital. Less time 

means less labor costs, mostly nursing, less occupancy time making rooms more available and less use of 

costly equipment. The nursing labor cost is a very substantial piece in the financial performance of any 

hospital. In addition to the cost saving in nursing labor, streamlining the patient flow and reducing the 

wait time support a variety of labor and facility cost savings. Of particular value, is the likelihood that the 

hospital will be able to perform more surgeries because less time is required for each surgery. This, of 

course, has considerable economic value. Furthermore, the Tagnos solution will enhance the patient 

satisfaction and patient experience by providing live data on patient status throughout the care process. 

Moreover, Tagnos solutions help to facilitate clear communication across departments, improve staff 

productivity, enhance critical decision making, and optimize care workflows.   

 



 

 

6. Conclusion  

As the electronics gets invariably cheaper and the software better it is likely that there will be increased 

use of RTLS. In order to make it most effective, however, hospitals and clinics must integrate the 

resulting new data with performance improvement initiatives. Results should be displayed to staff as 

part of Lean Daily Management, staff huddles, and recognition. Excessive delays should trigger warning 

to those who should take actions. Metrics from the direct measurement of RTLS should be compared to 

other systems such as the EMR to understand and correct any discrepancies. For example, if the surgery 

system says a patient was in an OR for a certain time and the RTLS says another, this should be 

investigated. With deployment and integration with other systems, there will be a good return on the 

RTLS cost as well as an improvement in the quality of care and patient satisfaction.    


